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At last, it’s count-down time here and for me it feels
almost like the night before Christmas. CNWE’s annual
conferences have proven to be a time of renewal and
strengthening. Our hope is that the 2017 conference will
prove no different.
One thing I want to make clear is that it is perfectly okay in fact, it is recommended - that you forward e-issues of
The Seed Keepers to whomever you want.
On page 2 in this edition, you’ll find a 2014 article by
Sister Christine Schenk, our keynote speaker for CNWE’s
2017 Conference. I picked it out of a few offered by
Christine as I thought it a delightful multifaceted account
of her pilgrimage to Rome to seek knowledge of early
female leaders of the Roman church. To me, hearing the
voices of women (and one young man) who sit in other
pews is particularly precious.
This edition of The Seed Keepers is rich indeed because
of the contributions of members who answered my call.
We have another letter to Pope Francis, two book
reviews, helpful suggestions for making it through the
Apostolic Creed, and a reflection following Toronto
CNWE’s annual anti-human trafficking demonstration. I
offer all you contributors my profound thanks.
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Sister Christine Schenk*:
Pilgrimage to Rome shines light
on Early Church's Women**
I just returned from a hopeful and energizing
Rome pilgrimage to archeological sites of
women leaders in the early church. This was the
fourth such excursion sponsored by
FutureChurch, a U.S. church renewal
organization. The express intent of the trip was
to bring to visibility the presence of female
leadership in the church's early centuries.
Evidence for that leadership is often absent in
the literary record, unless you count the times
women are told they are not permitted to lead!
But the archeology tells a different story.
For example, one fourth-century fresco at the
catacombs of Domitilla portrays two women,
Veneranda and Petronilla, with a codex and
scrolls, respectively, tell-tale signs of their
leadership as "women of the Word." Not far
away in the same catacomb, we found a fresco
of Paul also pictured with scrolls signifying his
authority.
At the Vatican's Pio Cristiano Museum, we
studied intricately carved fourth-century
sarcophagi friezes belonging to deceased
Christian women. Each woman holds a codex
and is portrayed preaching about Scripture
stories that are carefully arrayed around her.
One fragment shows a woman holding a scroll
standing between two male apostles, who
clearly show her deference. Such female
leadership has recently come to the fore thanks
to contemporary scholarship. In 2007, Pope
Benedict XVI himself confirmed that in the
growth of the early church, "the female presence
was anything but secondary."
These were heady visuals for our 30-plus group
of women, three men and one charming 14year-old boy. We had an unusually scholarly
bunch this time: One enterprising wag counted
12 doctorates, three "reverends" and about 15
masters degrees in our midst.
Daily lectures from Dr. Carolyn Osiek of the
Society of the Sacred Heart brought to life the
social context of early Christianity and what daily

life was like for Christian women in late antiquity.
Osiek is a scholar's scholar. Her unassuming
demeanor hides a monumental mastery of
Roman history and archaeology, biblical
scholarship (she is a past president of the
Catholic Biblical Association), the writings of the
church fathers and, of course, women's roles in
the first five centuries of Christianity. Lyn, as she
likes to be called, quickly became our newest
"shero" as she skillfully unveiled the phenomena
of female patronage in the early church.
Few realize that both female and male patrons
underwrote the spread of Christianity throughout
the Mediterranean world. In the first century,
Paul's missionary journeys might not have
happened without his many female benefactors,
including Phoebe, Lydia and Prisca (see
Romans 16 and Acts 16: 11-40). St. John
Chrysostom benefited greatly from the
patronage of the fourth-century female deacon
Olympias. Her largesse supported his ministry
and that of many other bishops in Asia Minor. Up
until the early fourth century, female patrons
most likely led eucharistic worship at the
community meals held in their homes because it
would have been unthinkable for anyone but the
host/head of household to preside. The
presence of five female Protestant scholars
greatly enriched our journey. Describing
themselves as a "mutual support group," the
women met through a visionary professor, Ann
Graham Brock, at the Iliff School of Theology in
Denver. Brock's creative course, "Peter, Paul
and Mary," opened their eyes to both the reality
of women's ministerial leadership and its
suppression by the early church. Her
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seminal work, Mary Magdalene, The First
Apostle: The Struggle for Authority, is among
the most frequently requested doctoral
dissertations from Harvard Divinity School.
A member of Brock's women's group, Sherry
Walker, found out about the FutureChurch
pilgrimage after Googling Osiek. "Dr. Osiek's
work has had a big impact on me. Even though
I'm not Catholic, I decided, I've got to do the
tour,’’ she said. Walker told her friends, including
Brock, and they decided to join her.
One evening, I shared dinner with the Iliff
women, curious to hear their reactions to the
trip. Deborah Niederer Saxon, who was raised
in a conservative Baptist tradition and recently
completed a doctorate, told me Brock's book
"crystallized my calling. There were early
women ministers, and it is biblically founded."
The art and history on the pilgrimage were
important reasons she wanted to come. "I knew
we would be with all these Catholics," she said.
"I felt a great solidarity with you, with these
people who really love their church and want to
stay and change it."
Lisa Schrader, an ordained Lutheran pastor,
made a salient point: "Catholic history is my
history, too, as this is the history of all Christian
denominations, whether Catholic or Protestant.
The catacombs and the history they hold belong
to all Christians." After attending seminary,
Schrader studied spiritual direction with the
Benedictines and said the experience is
extremely helpful in the pastoral care of the
people she works with.
Brock's blithe spirit and hearty laugh made our
pilgrimage pathways fun even as we benefited
from her insight. One of her treasured
experiences was "viewing the fresco at St.
Praxedis ... seeing a female figure holding a cup
with a host above it. It was just beautiful.”
"Church ministry is all about service and action,"
Brock said. "We're all sisters and brothers
together. When one half of humanity is affected,
we're all affected."
Ally Kateusz studies artistic works that evoke
the priesthood of Mary, the mother of Jesus. Her
recent article, "Collyridian Déjà Vu: The
Trajectory of Redaction of the Markers of Mary's
Liturgical Leadership" for the Journal of

Feminist Studies in Religion was awarded a first
prize from Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza.
Kateusz said she was happy to "meet Catholic
women supportive of women's ordination. I'm
glad to see what my artistic work on the
priesthood of Mary means for real people."
Sherry Walker is writing about Joanna, the wife
of Herod's steward, Chuza (Luke 8:3): "Because
of her position in Herod's court, I wondered if
she might have come to Rome. I wanted to
learn more about the context of women in the
early church."
Walker brought her 14-year-old son, Tyler, with
her. He is studying French, and the mother-son
duo planned a trip to Paris immediately after the
tour. Tyler, who is mature for his age, told me he
loved the pilgrimage "mostly because of the
religious context ... I got a lot more out of it than
you would get on an ordinary tour. This tour isn't
focused on tourism; it's much deeper than that."
Others echoed Tyler's sentiment by frequently
expressing how much they loved the prayer
experiences at the various sites. I will confess
that these were among my favorite times, too.
The agape ritual at the catacombs of Priscilla
was especially moving. Here, we experienced
the unity and love of all Christians as we broke
bread together in the name of Jesus, in whom
"there is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither
slave nor free person, there is not male and
female; for you are all one" (Galatians 3:28).
It has often been said that the rising up of
women is the rising of the race. After this gracefilled time in Rome, it occurs to me that if
Christian unity ever actually succeeds, it will be
because of the interdenominational solidarity of
women.
*Sister Christine Schenk, a member of the
Congregation of St. Joseph, will be keynote
s p e a k e r a t C N W E ’s u p c o m i n g A n n u a l
Conference in Ottawa.
**This article appeared first in National Catholic
Reporter (April 10, 2014); it was offered for
publication in The Seed Keepers by Sister
Christine Schenk who holds the copyright.
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Jocelyn Rait* reviews:

Canadian Women Shaping
Diasporic Religious Identities
Becky R.Lee and Terry Tak-ling Woo
Canadian Women Shaping Diasporic Religious Iden99es
Wilfred Laurier Press, Waterloo. 2016
www.wlupress.wlu.ca
This book is the ninth and latest in the series,
Studies in Women and Religion, which began in
1996 and has dealt with many aspects of Canadian
(and other) women’s religious idenZty. Most of the
Ztles have been authored by women and run the
gamut from proﬁles of AnabapZst women in the
sixteenth century to the Montreal Massacre in the
twenZeth. If we look at this latest volume in the
above context, it makes sense that it covers such
diverse topics as devoZon to St Gerard Majella in
Newfoundland and Hindu women’s experience in a
Toronto mandram (a smaller religious building
than a temple).
The book is divided into three secZons: 1. religious
communiZes of European origin, with essays on
women’s devoZon to St Gerard, churching of
Anglican new mothers, Roman Catholic feminist
groups and women’s voices in two Jewish
congregaZons; 2. new religions developed in the
nineteenth century, notably the Church of Jesus
Christ of Lacer Day Saints, Canadian Theosophy and
the Bahá’i Faith; and 3. sizeable new immigrant
populaZons in southern Ontario, e.g. Hinduism. The
editors claim that the chapters “put women at the
centre of their religious tradiZons and examine the
ways in which they have carried and conserved,
brought forward and transformed their cultures
through religion in modern and contemporary
Canada” (P.ix). All the communiZes featured are
labelled as diasporic, that is “those who really
belong somewhere else”, although the editors
would like to see the meaning broadened “to
include those with emoZonal Zes to somewhere
else” (P.x). In many cases the women discussed hold
ambivalent posiZons, neither inside nor outside,
their religious communiZes, and this
marginalizaZon gives them a unique vantage point
for acZon to conserve their cultural tradiZons and
someZmes also to moZvate them to work at

transforming these tradiZons to ﬁt in with their
new lives in Canada.
The methodology most oien employed in these
essays is that of analysis of personal interviews,
which in many cases gives an immediacy to the
topic, and you can almost see yourself sijng
around the women’s kitchen tables listening to their
stories. In several cases a considerable amount of
history and background is included – not as
dynamic as the transcripZons of actual interviews,
but important to establish context and give a
greater understanding of the various subjects.
This is a scholarly work, with many footnotes and
large bibliographies. I am not a scholar, just
someone who is interested in women’s issues and
how feminist theology has evolved, so I did struggle
somewhat with the more academic papers. But
mostly I felt that the insights gleaned were worth
the eﬀort. These essays are like licle windows into
the vast ediﬁce that is theology. They cannot
possibly cover the whole subject, but they can
throw light on to some women’s religiosity: the
religious feeling or experience of individual
believers. These glimpses are important to those
who live them, and by transference, to other
women whose similar experiences may resonate.
Not too much has been wricen by Canadian female
theologians and this work is welcomed as a worthy
contribuZon to an important series.
Becky R. Lee is an associate professor in the HumaniZes
Department at York University. Her research and
teaching are concerned with the intersecZon of religion
and gender. She is also a member of Toronto CNWE.
Terry Tak-ling Woo teaches in the HumaniZes
Department at York University. She is interested in the
roles women occupy and negoZate for themselves
through religion.

*Jocelyn Rait is a long Zme Ocawa CNWE member.

Rita Patenaude* offers a reflection:

Breathe………

Push……….

It is the day after International Women’s Day and
the signs protesting human trafficking have been
put away for another year. We know we’ll need
them again.
Recently Toronto CNWE gathered on one of our
city’s busiest corners to declare with our
presence, our signs and our pamphlets that the
trafficking of persons is just another form of
human slavery and definitely not okay. As I took
my place on that blustery corner, the wind
tugging at my sign, I looked at the women I was
standing with.
Beloved, feisty, faithful and
clearly on the far side of age (well except for
two). And I was glad to be in the company of
women who believe we are called to do what is
right even if it does no good. And if small gains
are made, and sometimes they are, we rejoice
and come back again because it’s the right thing
to do.
If I were to say here that we are living in the
most difficult of times I imagine that you would
join me in naming persons and places that are
experiencing unimaginable suffering. I fear it
would be a long litany. Then we would likely
share our own pain, fear, anxiety, grief. We
would, I think, look at each other and ask what
we can do in the face of such tragedy. Yes, and
if we were wise, we would point to persons and
places of beauty, imagination, courage, initiative,
wit and humour, faith. And I suspect we would
quote some words from someone who is giving
us hope, pointing the way.
One such person for me is Valarie Kaur,
American woman of the Sikh religion, filmmaker,
civil rights lawyer, interfaith leader and founder
of Groundswell. In a short but powerful address
to the Metropolitan AME Church recently, she
was speaking of our “times” and said, “What if
this darkness is not the darkness of the tomb but

the darkness of the womb…” and then she
visioned her country (and the world I imagine)
waiting to be born anew. Then she said, “...and
what does the midwife say?” and the audience
called out, “BREATHE!” “and then?” and the
audience called out, “PUSH”.
So, in the days ahead I will try to remember
when to “breathe” and when to “push”. I will try
to remember that this must happen in
community as well…..breathing together,
pushing together to heal, restore, “reconstitute
the world”.

Rita Patenaude and Brenda Holtkamp
Photo credit: Mary Ellen Chown
*Rita Patenaude is a long time member of Toronto
CNWE.
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Bonnie O’Brien
writes to

Pope Francis

Dear Pope Francis,
You deplore the physical and sexual abuse perpetrated against children by Roman
Catholic priests. And yet Bishops who have sheltered these men and some
accused priests themselves have been called to duty at the Vatican in non-pastoral
roles, thus saving them from consequences at home.
Recently Mary Collins resigned from the Pontifical Council for the Protection of
Children because she perceived that the impression given to the outside world did
not reflect what was being said behind closed doors inside the Vatican. Everything
was not in good order and the issues were not being resolved as Vatican reports
wanted us to believe.
When will you, Pope Francis, speak out definitively on precise measures you are
taking to rid the church of abusers and those who shelter them? When will Church
governance come out from behind closed doors, speak the truth, rid itself of the
'elephant in the room' and say loudly and clearly NO MORE SECRETS?
The world looks to you, as Pope, to be a moral compass. We know your role is not
an easy one. What the Church needs now is openness and accountability.
I offer you my prayers and my support.
Sincerely,
Bonnie O’Brien
Toronto, Ontario

To listen to Mary Collins (mentioned in Bonnie O’Brien’s letter) being interviewed by
Mary Hynes on CBC’s Tapestry go to: http://www.cbc.ca/radio/tapestry/mariecollins-abuse-survivor-challenges-the-church-1.4018300/survivor-who-quit-papalcommittee-on-abuse-tells-her-story-1.4018335
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Gertrud Jaron Lewis*:

Reciting the Apostolic Creed
The Apostolic Creed was finalized only in

his death: “Jesus of Nazareth modelled for

the 5th Century CE. Assuming that I am

us a life of compassion, inclusivity,

not alone in finding it difficult to recite the

unconditional forgiveness, and mercy. He

Apostolic Creed in Sunday mass, I am

confronted unjust structures of oppression

sharing three contributions by well-known

and selfishness and encouraged us

theologians that I have found helpful.

toward a community of sisterly and

The late Marcus Borg mentioned that so

brotherly love.”
many statements in our Creed no longer

And Hans Küng, in his 1993 book CREDO

reflect what we believe today. He

that is well worth rereading, traces the

t h e r e f o r e j o k e d o f fi n d i n g a n

historical origin of most of the statements

understanding of the words of the Creed

in the Creed. In many cases, he then

that didn't require you to cross your

suggests figurative meanings that we can

fingers behind your back.

still honestly recite. I especially like his

Barbara Fiand, in her version of the
Creed, inserts some lines about Jesus’
public life — something sorely missing in

definition of faith as “reasonable trust.”
*Gertrud Jaron Lewis, Long time member
of Toronto CNWE

our Creed that jumps from Jesus’ birth to

You have power in your hands. PLEASE! Think
about sowing some CNWE Seeds - yes, the ones you
hold in your hand right now. For just $12 a year,
you can have The Seed Keepers sent to someone someone who needs to know about CNWE and its
mission, someone who knows it and wants to
know more, maybe someone in the media or ….
Send your cheque to:
CNWE, Box 19594,55 Bloor Street West, Toronto, ON
M4W 3T9
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Jane Kryzanowski* reviews

Elizabeth A. Johnson’s latest book

Abounding in Kindness:
Writings for the People of God
Elizabeth A. Johnson
Maryknoll, NY: Orbis. 2015

One of my favourite reads right now is
Abounding in Kindness: Writings for the People
of God by Elizabeth A. Johnson, who is a
member of the Sisters of St. Joseph and is
Distinguished Professor of Theology at
Fordham University, NY.
She is a former
president of the Catholic Theological Society of
America and has received numerous awards
for her work including the John Courtney
Murray Award for distinguished achievement in
theology.
This book is a collection of writings and
addresses given over a period of time and
reflects her easy style of both writing and
speaking to general audiences. While I found it
easy to read, the depth of theology and
spirituality doesn't disappoint. Much of it has
been previously published so as I read it I
recognized some of her thoughts to be from
Consider Jesus, or She Who Is, or Truly our
Sister, or Ask the Beasts, or Quest for the
Living God. (The latter book propelled her to
the spotlight because of her comeuppance with
the USCCB Committee on Doctrine in 2011).
She has organized this book in four parts
loosely following the pattern of the Christian
creed. She starts with the issue of belief itself
and moves through the mystery of God the
Creator, Jesus the Christ-Sophia, and the work

of the Sacred Spirit which incorporates issues
about justice, spirituality, and community. She
maintains in the introduction that it is not
intended be a commentary on the creed or a
discussion of its components. She used this
approach as a convenient arrangement of the
broad range of topics she covers.
With her clear, sometimes poetic style, the
essays invite readers to muse about different
aspects of Christian faith.
As an eminent
feminist theologian, she poses questions and
considerations from that perspective - “What
does it mean that...?” and “What if it were
another way...?”
Such questions help to
transform the way we think about God, faith,
and church, and subsequently what we believe
about each of these, and ultimately how we live
that in our everyday lives.
This book is one that can be picked up and
opened to any page; the reader will be richly
rewarded. It is also one that is hard to put
down. I highly recommend this book for group
study. The discussions are sure to be lively
and rewarding.
*Jane Kryzanowski, RCWP Canada
CNWE member
Regina, Saskatchewan
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Pope Francis attempts speaking nice about women
but once more objectifies them:

CNWE’S VISION
Justice and equality for all persons
manifested in word and action in the
Catholic church and throughout the
world.

CNWE’S MISSION
As a Canadian organization, we
connect, support and represent
people who seek justice for all the
baptized within the Catholic church,
for women throughout the world
and for all of creation.
CNWE’S CORE VALUES
Inclusivity
Creativity
Celebration
Compassion
Solidarity
Collaboration
Dialogue

“When women are not there, harmony is missing. We
might say: But this is a society with a strong masculine
attitude, and this is the case, no? The woman is
missing. ‘Yes, yes: the woman is there to wash the
dishes, to do things…’ No, no, no! The woman is there
to bring harmony. Without the woman there is no
harmony. They are not equal; one is not superior to
the other: no. It’s just that the man does not bring
harmony. It’s her. It is she who brings that harmony
that teaches us to caress, to love with tenderness; and
who makes the world a beautiful place.”
….
“This is the great gift of God: He has given us woman.
And in the Gospel, we have heard what a woman is
capable of, eh? She is courageous, that one, eh? She
went forward with courage. But there is more, so
much more. A woman is harmony, is poetry, is beauty.
Without her the world would not be so beautiful, it
would not be harmonious. And I like to think – but this
is a personal thing – that God created women so that
we would all have a mother.”
Feb. 9/17
http://en.radiovaticana.va/news/2017/02/09/
pope_women_bring_harmony_that_makes_the_worl
d_beautiful/1291436

For information about CNWE:
Go to: www.cnwe.ca
Visit us and ‘like’ us on Facebook:
Catholic Network for Women’s Equality Canada
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=JeFIJpA7axo
Yahoo e-list: http://groups.yahoo.com/
group/cnwe
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Tale-Telling

PLEASE remember

to
renew
your

CNWE

MEMBERSHIP
You will ﬁnd the renewal form in
this newslecer, so don’t delay, lii
your pen and renew right away!
You can always check with our
registrar, ChrisZne Gebel, about
your membership status:
christinemgebel@gmail.com

The burden of taletelling is to think that
by avoiding our
responsibility to be
part of living history
we will stay forever
young. By not telling
those who follow us
the stories of what it
took to get here, we
fail the harvest of our
own life and the
plowing days of
theirs.
The blessing that
comes with taletelling is the
awareness that we
have now done our
duty to life. We have
distilled our
experiences to the
point that they can
become useful to
someone younger.
Joan Chittister
The Gift of Years:
Growing Older Gracefully.
Katonah, New York:
BlueBridge. 2008.
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Do, do, do
… renew!

The Seed Keepers
CNWE MEMBERSHIP FORM:
(Please print clearly!
Name__________________________________

Volume 28 Number 3, SPRING 2017
ISSN 1924-181X

Address__________________________________
Postal Code ___________________
Email ____________________________________
Phone(s): _________________________________
New membership
or Renewal:
All memberships include three issues of The
Seed Keepers, the CNWE newsletter - hot off the
press.
Please check one:
_____ $50.00 annual CNWE membership
_____ $80.00 annual CNWE couple membership
_____ $25.00 (students and those unable to pay
the full annual membership fee)
_____ $60.00 annual international membership
_____ optional additional donation of $ _____
Please send your cheque made out to “CNWE” to:

CNWE,
Box 19594,
55 Bloor Street West,
Toronto, ON M4W 3T9
To facilitate networking, CNWE sends out the
membership list once a year, only to members. We do
not otherwise release membership information. If you
would prefer not to have your name on the membership
list, please check this box
Thanks!

The Seed Keepers
PublicationTeam
Virginia Lafond
Jocelyn Rait
Ron Tourangeau
...

CNWE
National Working Group

(NWG)
Denise Wiggins, Toronto ON
Secretary
Janet Speth, Toronto ON
Kathy Cameron, Regina SK
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COME! BE WITH US!

The Catholic Net work for Women’s Equality
National Conference and AGM
FRIDAY MAY 26 TO SUNDAY MAY 28, 2017
at Saint Paul University, Ottawa, ON
All are welcome!
Please hold the participants in prayer as we
review CNWE’s future.
Details of the conference will be in the next issue
of The Seed Keepers.

